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SELF-PUBLISHING
There’s no Australian Idol for writers.

AUSLAN: A LANGUAGE  
FOR STORYTELLING

A language we’d love to learn more about.

TEN MINUTES WITH  
NAYUKA GORRIE

First Peoples’ politics in Aus-Lit.

THE

THE WRITE PLACE 
The story of the writer.
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When guests sit down to talk to Honor Eastly about 
their creative careers and money on her podcast, 

Starving Artist, they often worry they don’t have 
knowledge to share. Eastly sees it as her job to ask 
them the right questions to convince them they do. 
This idea, that those perusing creative careers neither 
have the ability nor the qualification to talk about 
money, is something the podcast is trying to dispel.

Eastly feels that having a conversation about 
how people make the art-money equation work is 
incredibly valuable. Her show features a diverse 
range of guests: Wendy Syfret, the editor of i-D;  
Jeff Phillips, artist and illustrator; Becky Sui Zhen, a 
musician and digital creative director; and many 
others. These people have achieved success in their 
creative careers and have interesting things to say 
about how they run the financial side of their lives. 
Yet, as Eastly asks them to talk about how they juggle 
buying equipment with paying rent, finding out what 
tax deductions they qualify for or the best software 
for creating invoices, you can sense an undercurrent 
of unease in their responses.

In order to get her guests to openly discuss money, 
Eastly uses a gentle and convivial approach to tease 

out the information. Talking openly about money 
remains extremely difficult, but when her guests do 
open up on the subject the conversations become 
insightful and often very revealing.

Starving Artist is not just 60 minutes of valuable 
tips for ensuring there is food on the table, but a 
means by which it is possible to have a broader 
conversation around the relationships between  
work and money. Her guests might talk about how  
to approach an editor to get a raise or how to send an 
invoice to a client, but they also talk about how they 
structure their lives and what they value. Starving 
Artist interrogates the process where a person creates 
something, sends it into the world and then earns a 
living from it.

Eastly sees her podcast as a way of overcoming 
the unhelpful idea that when pursuing a career that 
is supposed to be driven by passion, talking about 
money can be seen as ‘dirty, or not pure’. By not 
talking about money we’re putting ourselves at a 

disadvantage. She is curious about how creatives 
navigate this art-money equation, given that money 

is an unavoidable part of living in our current 
economic system. Many of her guests tell her that, 
in an industry where there are no guarantees of 
future work and income, it can be hard to strike a 
balance between rewarding, sustainable careers and 
comfortable, happy lives.

The podcast is more than tips for increasing your 
wage or getting the ATO off your back. Eastly thinks 
a conversation about money and how to do things 
you find meaningful is really a conversation about 
how to live a good life and focus on what’s important. 
Starving Artist’s guests reveal the various ways it is 
possible to approach a creative career. For some like 
artist and writer Sarah Firth, making money from 
creative work is not a priority, as she feels she would 
no longer have the same passion if it were her full-
time job. But for others their creative work is their 
sole means of making money. Like Frances Cannon, 
who earns her income through the work she posts  
on Instagram.

FEATURE BY  
BEN CALLINAN

ILLUSTRATION BY 
JOSEPHINE HERMANTO

p a s s i o n  &  m o n e y

Josephine is a Melbourne-
based illustrator. Follow 
her work on Instagram:  
@amjoydei

‘There’s this 
relationship 

between careers 
that are supposed 

to be driven by 
passion and 

there’s this idea 
then that talking 

about money is in 
some way dirty  

or not pure.’ 
—Honor Eastly
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Last year I was part of a writers group. A person in 
the group introduced themselves saying, ‘I’ve actually 
already published a book.’ The class gasped in shock. 
‘I self-published’, they continued. A collective ‘oh’ 
followed. Not so impressive after all, it said. They 
looked around with a self-deprecating shrug that said 
‘I know—I suck’.

In the literary world, self-publishing can imply a 
sort of stuck-up self-aggrandisement. Self-publishing 
means you’re not good enough to be picked up by 
traditional publishers, but think you’re too good to go 
through the ‘system’. There’s nothing Australians hate 

more than a tall poppy.
In a bit of a catch 22, getting your work published 

is nigh on impossible. There’s no Australian Idol for 
writers. You send your manuscript to the publishers 
knowing it will most likely end up in the ‘slush pile’.

As the amount of writers and written work 
expands and multiplies, the market becomes 
saturated and it’s harder to get noticed. Meanwhile 
self-publishing no longer necessarily requires the 
investment of thousands of dollars. Amazon—the 
global behemoth—now has a service by which 
emerging writers can publish their manuscripts in 
e-book  
form and there are numerous small printers who 
print on demand.

Self-publishing doesn’t just mean books—it 
can mean zines, online publications and podcasts. 
Last night at the Wheeler Centre, Karen Andrews, 
Gemma Flack and Aaron Lamb gave their take on 
self-publishing. Gemma Flack, who has made her 

success with zines and her own online store, said she 
felt ‘lucky to be self-employed off the back of [her] 
art’ but confessed she’s ‘always struggling with the 
question of “is my work good enough?”’ 

Aaron Lamb, who has self-published science 
fiction novels in e-book form and has reached 
number eight on the science fiction bestseller charts 
in Japan said he chose self-publishing because he ‘got 
knocked back from every publisher’. He saw it was 
his ‘last chance to follow [his] dream to be a writer.’ 
He believes the stigma surrounding self-publishing is 
‘disappearing very quickly’. 

By the same token Karen Andrews, long-time 
blogger who has self-published multiple books, said 
‘it’s been interesting … to see the perception of  
self-publishing change in the nine years I’ve been  
a part of it.’

Writers work hard and mostly without pay. To 
self-publish doesn’t mean you’re jumping the queue. 
It means you’re willing to exhaust every possible 
avenue to get your work out there. When you self-
publish you have to work harder. You’re not just 
a writer. You’re an editor, proofreader, designer 
and project manager. What usually takes a team of 
professionals is taken on by one individual.

With the proliferation of media and the  
evolution of technology, the traditional path of the 
writer has become less clear, diverging down multiple 
routes. Having your manuscript picked up by an 
agent or publisher is not the be-all and end-all.  
Self-publishing is becoming increasingly viable as  
an option.   

Self-Publishing
BY ALEXANDRA MILNE

‘The traditional path of the writer has become less clear, 
diverging down multiple routes.’

Every year EWF takes great care to ensure a range of 
voices are heard and that the events are accessible 
to as many people as possible. It’s a great experience 
to learn about our craft and our industry and come 
to understand different types of voices. Writing 
Disability on Sunday 18 June was a wonderful 
example of this. Australian Sign Language (Auslan) 
is a remarkable form of communicating and one we 
need to learn more about. 

The organisers of EWF made sure the festival 
catered to hard of hearing attendees. An Auslan 
interpreter was available at request at all events. 
At performance and theatre-based events, such 
as Quipping presents LOVE SHOW, Auslan was 
readily interpreted. This shows the efforts of 
Melbourne’s independent theatre scene being 
proactive in giving hard of hearing theatre-goers 
the full experience—almost every show has at least 
one Auslan-interpreted performance. In February, 
Small and Loud presented the audience with a piece 
performed half in English and half in Auslan, which 
was challenging and rewarding to watch. 

Auslan tells stories through the use of gestures, 
symbols and facial expressions that show mood  
and tone. Auslan, like any other sign language, is  
not one that has been translated directly from 
English. It has its own grammar rules and its own 
thinking process. It is a visual language, conveying 
meaning and grammar simultaneously, as opposed 
to English, which relies on word order. It’s also very 
logical: to communicate that you have ‘forgotten’,  
you sign something being taken out of your head 
with your hands. 

Around 20,000 people use Auslan to 
communicate every day. According to the National 
Disability Practitioners, hearing loss is on the rise. In 
2015, an estimated one in six Australians were hard 
of hearing. By 2050 this figure is estimated to rise 
to one in four. In Writing Disability, an EWF event 
held last Sunday 20 June, Jax Jacki Brown presented 
an enlightening explanation about the difference 
between saying ‘a disabled person’ and ‘a person with 
disability’, giving the audience the tools to properly 
and respectfully communicate on such an important 
topic. However, most of us still don’t have the skills 
to engage with someone whose primary language is 
Auslan. In our daily lives, we forget how privileged 
we are to hear what is happening around us—like 
hearing that a tram is terminating at the next stop. 
Everyday life should not exclude anyone. Perhaps 
it’s exactly festivals like EWF, which bring so many 
people together, that have the power to connect us 
and help us explore language. Auslan is as important 
as it is interesting and a way of storytelling that I am 
yearning to see more of.   

Auslan:  
A Language for 
Storytelling
BY IRYNA BYELYAYEVA

As the Emerging Writers’ Festival comes to a 
close, it’s the perfect time to think back and plan 
forward. The festival empowered ‘storytelling’ 
this year—showcasing and discussing not 
only traditional forms of writing, but also the 
contemporary: song-writing,  
zines, slam poetry and podcasting.

Autonomy  
Imbalance
BY CALLIE BEUERMANN

What are you afraid of?  
The key or the lock?

Having
A scalpel
in a quivering hand,
hovering

A door swings
on its hinges,
creaking

A window sits
half-open:
a question

Darting eyes buried, 
beneath a furrowed brow

Hesitation hidden, 
within a step.

Losing 
Their figure left
standing
on two legs
and a memory

An out-oforder sign
swinging
in the breeze
of their breath

Hand outstretched,
reaching for 
something blurred,
retreating

Knock on the
locked door—
is it there?

Opening
Split in neat halves
lying on
the blistering pavement

Afternoon sun
feeding energy,
pouring warmth
like tea

Lean into
the rays
quietly;
a comfortable lull

Lay hopeful
and bask in the glow.

Closing
Cold seeps through cracks
unfurling promises,
keeping trust in a stronghold

Careful stitches contain
a careless release,
controlling

Words hold themselves back,
catching the tongue

and holding on

Restraint catches tears
before they fall,
bottling them

Living in a corner
asleep.  

Don’t miss EWF’s Late Night Lit: What Are You Afraid 
Of? tonight, 9pm, at 1000 Pound Bend.

Illustration by Marianne Bravo

Eastly likes to promote transparency around how 
people work and how much they are paid for doing it. 
She believes that, by knowing what other people are 
doing, it is possible to make informed decisions about 
your own career. For example, she says there is no 
shame in having a day job; it doesn’t make someone 
less creatively successful. Rather, people have day 
jobs for all kinds of reasons—this has no impact on 
whether what they’re doing is good or successful. 
For someone at the beginning of their career with 
a desire to succeed, it can often seem like there are 
only two options: really make it, publish a bestselling 
novel, win the Booker Prize—or fail. In reality, there 

are so many more options than those two best and 
worst-case scenarios.

Another major issue Eastly is concerned with 
can be best described by the work of academic Miya 

Tokumitsu, who writes about how creative industries 
create a workforce that is exploitable and pliant 
because the people involved it in it are there because 
it’s their passion. This observation then opens up the 
conversation surrounding creative work and money 
to a conversation about privilege and class. Eastly 
believes it is important to consider and highlight who 
is given a voice in this conversation. In the creative 
industries, passion is a driver and there are high 
barriers to entry, which means certain people are 
going to be left out. Most often, these are the people 
with less financial resources. But there are broader 
structural issues at play beyond changes individuals 

can make themselves.
Class and privilege play a large role in who can 

access creative careers. This has ramifications for the 
creative work as a whole, as it limits what voices can 

be heard. If white people from wealthy backgrounds 
are the majority of people with access to creative 
university degrees, arts funding and jobs in creative 
industries, then the range of different perspectives in 
the creative work that is made will be limited. When 
talking about money it has to be considered who  
does and who doesn’t have access to these kinds 
of career options and what kinds of barriers exist 
for someone who may not come from a position of 
privilege within our society.

Starving Artist is a resource for someone with—or 
starting—a career in the creative industries. It serves 
to help them think about how they can become 

more financially literate and how they might make 
the money side of things work. Through the range 
of guests she has on the program, Eastly is able to 
explore the various ways creatives try and make 

the art-money equation work for them, but its 
primary purpose is starting a conversation about the 
troubling structural forces at work in the creative 
industries. It promotes a normative lense through 
which the industry can be examined and structural 
concerns can begin to be discussed. It opens up a 
conversation around how the industry functions 
when it is made up of people who are there because 
they are passionate about their work, and can better 
function if it were more accessible to less privileged 
artists. It poses important questions around how 
creatives can balance sustainable careers with happy 
lives and the broader forces that can make this 

happen.  
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Tony Birch, the keynote speaker, is pragmatic, funny and unapologetically 
honest. He tells you what’s what. When asked how he deals with his inner 
critic, he recounts the time he finished the first draft of one of his novels:  
‘This is fucked. This is really shit.’ But rather than being swayed by that 
demon, he decided––and advised us––to rewrite it from a different 
perspective. Just a paragraph to begin with, but if you’ve written in first 
person, try it in third. He removed his story from the grip of the demon by 
changing the point of view––then published it.

He warns that he’s got ‘boring but fundamental’ advice to give. So listen up, 
he knows what he’s talking about, having been widely published and short-
listed for the Miles Franklin Award in 2012 for Blood.

Firstly, no matter what form you’re writing in, you have to get the words 
on the page. You should treat ‘writing as work … you cannot consider it as 
occasional inspiration. Continuity is what keeps you going … less [writing] 
more often is better than aiming for big blocks of time.’ At a minimum aim for 
‘two to three, two–hour [writing] sessions a week.’

Secondly, read widely (this point was echoed by all the other panellists). 
If you find your writing voice reminds you of someone else’s, it’s ‘not 
plagiarism––it’s inspiration. Those writers are teaching you something’.  
So keep going.

But the most important thing is to have conviction: ‘With conviction you’ll 
write stories that you want to write.’ Ask yourself, ‘what am I doing here to try 
and engage the world?’ 

The other panellists also dropped nuggets of wisdom throughout the day: 

Anupama Pilbrow: ‘Short story is better suited for moments than  
sweeping narratives.’ 

Cate Blake: ‘Short story is more about the emotional arc than the narrative arc.’

Ellen van Neerven: A reader is ‘put off by a story if there are lots of clichés 
upfront or the characters are doing something uninteresting like waking up.’

Jennifer Down: ‘Read your work out loud. You’ll hear the clunky bits you 
can’t see.’ Better yet, get someone else to do it.

David Tenenbaum: ‘You need to be grabbed in the first paragraph. You need 
a reason to keep reading.’

Amy Baillieu: Don’t be put off a theme or topic that has been overdone. ‘It’s 
more about how you make something new and what you bring to it rather 
than what topic you tackle.’

As Amy Baillieu says, although it’s hard to define what makes a good short 
story, you’ll know it when you see it. Trust yourself. 

Now get writing.  

Masterclass: Short Stories
BY MARIA ATWELL

Short stories can be hard to write. Fewer words mean there’s  
less time and space to make an impact. In this masterclass  
we learn how to make every word count.

The Melbourne lit journal scene is motivated by 
meaning. All words have meaning. All writing means 
something. All writing published means something 
to the writer who wrote it. But what happens when 
the meaning of the piece doesn’t involve edification?

Creative freedom is found in a lack of wisdom. 
We should not want to be wise; we should want to be 
experienced. The personal essay is more appreciated 
when the main character comes away unchanged, 
stuck in their ways. It’s realistic.

Some people study creative writing and some 
study education. Only one of those degrees will grant 
you access to a classroom and a whiteboard marker. 

I am not qualified to teach (don’t go talkin’ about 
writers and the ‘University of Life’) and I often don’t 
want to be taught.

The absence of advice, an overarching moral, or 
an allegory is not failure. Sometimes we have nothing 
enlightening to say. Sometimes it’s about narcissism; 
a diatribe is what readers value most.

Writers do not need to be prophets. No one 
is brilliant all the time. Joan Didion said, ‘I write 
entirely to find out what I’m thinking.’ Why should 
that not be enough?  

The Dog Ate 
My Homework
BY SARAH DUNWOODIE

There aren’t a lot of outlets for 
publishing anti-didactic fiction, but 
there should be. It’s about the story.  
It’s not about the lesson. 

Ten Minutes with 
Nayuka Gorrie
BY NAOMI JOHNSON

Nakyuka Gorrie is a Gunai/Kurnai, 
Gunditjmara, Wiradjuri and Yorta Yorta 
woman. She is a non-fiction writer and 
orator. Nayuka is passionate about climate 
change, feminism and Indigenous rights. She 
was on EWF’s panels for Amazing Babes and 
The Early Words: Decolonial Narratives and 
the Diaspora. I spoke with Nayuka after her 
performance at Bogong Spoken Word on 
Tuesday night.  

What do you love most about being part of the Blak 
Writers’ Group? 
It’s important to have these groups for our own 
capacity building. To gain skills from our own mob; 
there’s something very empowering about that. And 
networking—you need to meet people. You need 
to connect with people. Nothing can be done in a 
vacuum. It can be quite ephemeral and seems to be 
constantly changing but it’s nice to be part of a group. 

What do you think about the current state of 
representation of Indigenous voices in Aus-literature?
I’m a young black woman; it’s an exciting time to be 
writing. There are so many older people who are 
paving the path for us. There’s a rich history of black 
writers, but particularly now we’ve got the internet, 
which I love, there’s a democratisation of knowledge. 
It has its flaws, but it can be really empowering for 
black people. It’s exciting that you can do your own 
thing. That’s how I started; writing on the internet. 

What would you like to happen in Aus-lit so that we can 
hear more from these voices? 
More black editors. Most things that I’ve written have 
been edited by white people. That’s not inherently 
bad, but they have so much power. To have that 
in the hands of someone who understands my 
experience and who gets it would change things. It’s 
a privilege to be edited. I get so mad when my shit 
goes online and it hasn’t been edited. Like, do you 
care about this? Are you telling me it was perfect? 
It’s not perfect. I can see a misplaced comma. If you 
respect my work, tell me how I can be better. 
And just publish black people. Take a gamble. Take a 
risk, if we are a risk. We’re brilliant!

On decolonial writing, how do you use your writing as a 
form of resistance? 
I don’t think that it’s going to change the world on 
its own. I think it’s part of the work that many other 
black people do to fight. I have the language for 
experiences people have but didn’t realise; they had 
these feelings but didn’t have the language to explain 
it. I write primarily for my community. I want them 
to love what I’m doing, or hate it, but get them 
thinking. If I can convince the beneficiaries of settler 
colonialism to think about things differently, that’s 
also really important. 

Thoughts on EWF and their role in all of this?
Festivals like this are important. Last year, I spoke 
at the opening night. It was an excellent foot in 
the door. It’s bloody hard out there and can be 
competitive. It’s important to build community and 
connect with people in the industry.  
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The Write Place 
BY AMANDA THAI

‘Melbourne is full of stories, and they beg you to be a writer.’  
From the inside of a writer’s mind to the city of Melbourne,  

why is it important to make our writing real?

If you look inside a writer’s mind, what will you 
find? A palace? A factory? A labyrinth? As you head 
down a pathway, maybe you’ll happen upon a series 
of rooms. Not rooms in the physical sense, but 
imaginative spaces with corridors and well-worn 
familiar doorknobs. There’s a kitchen; a place for 
cooking up ideas with fires burning under big stew 
pots where creative concoctions simmer for days, 
months, even years. There’s a chemistry lab, perfect 
for those wild, volatile thoughts—the ones that could 
explode at a moment’s notice. For the works a writer 
is proud of you’ll find a gallery; their favourite lines, 
phrases  
and characters displayed in gilded frames. It’s a  
room that glitters with pride, a necessary space when 
the room of self-doubt and regret is three times its 
size. The whole labyrinth is rich with the scent of 
brewing stories, warm from kitchen fires, cosy and 
peaceful and home. 

But it’s lonely. There’s only ever one occupant in 
these rooms: the writer.  

Melbourne houses many creatives and the writer 
is one of them. Even though they live there, every 
day it overwhelms them with life. The golden yellow 
of Flinders Street Station is crowned by turquoise 
and rust, where clocks from the past help plan 
future travels. Trams race down Swanston Street, 
brimming with vibrant characters to eavesdrop on. 
The buildings argue with their architecture—‘which 

century are we in again?’—while reaching up  
towards the stars. Melbourne is full of stories  
and they beg you to be a writer. 

Not only is it saturated with inspiration, literary 
culture finds its heart here. Regular events like 
The Emerging Writers’ Festival provide gardens 
for creativity to blossom. Words flow from panels 
and discussions. At the State Library of Victoria or 
RMIT’s writing and editing courses, people are always 
reading, writing and learning. Without much effort 
the writer can find book clubs, reading nights and 
the headquarters of literary heavyweights, from The 
Lifted Brow and Voiceworks to Overland and Rabbit. In 
Melbourne the writer is simultaneously possessed by 
aching desire and crippling fear. The omnipresence 
of writing is terrifying. The city is bursting with 
opportunities, resources and ideas, yet the volume 
only feeds the writer’s insecurities, their urge to curl 
up in a ball and protect their squishy parts. When the 
writer is in their mental labyrinth, cooking away in 
the kitchen, they’re alone, they’re free and they’re 
safe. Their ideas are allowed to simmer in the same 
stew pot forever—perfect and untasted. 

But none of that is real. In the loneliness of their 
labyrinths all they do is fall in love with their own 
echo. Writing is about saying something, shouting 
something, sharing something. The writer wants to 
be heard. So why do they hide? 

The writer is scared. The writer is lost in the city 

that welcomes them. They’re in love with Melbourne’s 
heart, but not enough to break their  
own by continuing to live there. Bags are packed. 
Calls are made. The writer moves. It’s another 
crowded train, a longer ride than usual, but they’ve 
found their new home: the suburbs. 

The street they live on is quiet with a milk bar at 
one end. To drive anywhere requires the freeway.  
The buildings are low, brick and weatherboard 
instead of metal and concrete. Their rooftops don’t 
aspire to great heights and that’s okay. The writer still 
loves words, still spends more time than is healthy in 
their labyrinth. But they no longer write. Writing is 
not an art, it’s the tool that builds emails and resumes 
and cover letters. In the city, stories surrounded 
them. Now, they’re starving for it. The community, 
the culture, the noise they hated so much—where 
are they? They realise the only reason they loved the 
labyrinth was because it was an escape. Here, there’s 
nothing to escape from.

We like to think of writing as a solitary task but 
we forget that writing is a conversation. It needs 
a speaker, but it also needs a listener. Without a 
community, it’s easy for writing, as a culture, to 
lose its voice. How can writers emerge from their 
labyrinths when there is nothing to emerge into? If 
the city is a bonfire of writing culture, a place of light 
and community, the suburbs are still just sparks and 
embers. Yet with events like the Emerging Writers’ 

Festival bringing writing intensives, scriptwriting 
workshops and spoken word performances to 
Dandenong and Springvale, the fires are growing 
and around them writers are gathering, bringing 
simmering ideas to the boil. 

Local libraries host short story competitions, 
bookstores start monthly book clubs, a group 
of friends meet up to workshop. All these small 
and localised events are efforts that should be 
encouraged. Why? Because they give writers a place 
to belong. They give writing a place to belong. They 
reaffirm that we are not alone, that a career in writing 
is possible and that there are avenues beyond simply 
novels and newspapers available to them. 

Half the battle of writing is making it real.  
Ditching the metaphorical stew pots for a pen and 
paper or a keyboard and screen. Ideas in the writer’s 
head are nothing but stew. You can’t read stew but 
you can read words. 

The other half of the battle? Being brave. The 
writer found the writing world but does it know they 
exist? To be an emerging writer is to emerge from the 
rooms of your mind and introduce yourself to flesh-
and-blood people: ‘I am a writer.’ 

The writer moves back to Melbourne even though 
they’re still terrified of it. They still love being inside 
their head but they’re learning to love fear too. 
They’re afraid of all the people, they doubt every 
word on the page, but at least the words exist.  

Illustration by Daniel Robson
Follow his work on Instagram: @_danielrobson


